
Invited commentary

Probiotics and colorectal cancer risk

The role played by dietary components in the aetiology of
human cancer is a topic that has attracted widespread inter-
est. It has been estimated that about three-quarters of
cancer deaths can be attributed to diet and lifestyle factors,
with diet accounting for about 50 % of these deaths (World
Cancer Research Fund, 1997). The evidence for dietary
modulation of cancer risk is greatest for colorectal
cancer, which is one of the major causes of death from
malignant disease in Europe and North America. In
2000, the number of new cases of this cancer reported in
Europe reached 363 000 and it affects 6 % of men and
women by the age of 75 years (International Agency for
Research on Cancer, 2000). In its advanced form it is
quite refractory to the normal therapeutic regimens of radi-
ation, surgery and chemotherapy, so approaches based on
prevention of the disease are of particular importance.

Case–control and prospective studies have implicated,
inter alia, vegetables, cereal fibre and folic acid as poten-
tially important dietary factors in colorectal cancer risk
reduction (Bingham, 2000). At first sight it might seem
unlikely that probiotics, i.e. live microbial food ingredients
with benefits for health (Salminen et al. 1998), such as the
strains of lactobacillus and bifidobacterium used in the
paper presented in this issue of the British Journal of
Nutrition by Oberreuther-Moschner et al. (2004), could
influence the risk of colorectal cancer. Indeed, there is a
paucity of consistent epidemiological data to support
such a contention and what data there are come from
studies on yoghurt and fermented milks. A case–control
study by Boutron et al. (1996) showed a significant inverse
relationship between consumption of moderate amounts of
yoghurt and the risk of large colonic adenomas (benign
tumours) in both women and men. Kampman et al.
(1994a) reported a inverse relationship (though non-signifi-
cant) between colonic adenomas and yoghurt consumption
Two other case–control studies have provided additional
evidence of inverse associations of colorectal cancer risk
and consumption of fermented dairy products (Young &
Wolf, 1988) and yoghurt (Peters et al. 1992). These find-
ings, however, were not corroborated in a case–control
study in the Netherlands of colorectal cancer risk and fer-
mented dairy products, nor in two cohort studies that found
no significant associations between cancer risk and yoghurt
or fermented milk products (Kampman et al. 1994b,c;
Kearney et al. 1996). It should be noted however that
yoghurt and fermented milks usually contain only two
types of lactic acid-producing bacteria (Lactobacillus del-
brukii subsp. bulgaricus and Streptococcus thermophilus)
that are not considered as probiotics and also contain

other components with potential cancer-preventing proper-
ties, such as Ca (Gill & Rowland, 2003).

In contrast, studies conducted in laboratory animals,
which encompass a wide range of tumour models and
shorter-term, predictive assays conducted under diverse
conditions, have provided extensive and quite compelling
evidence for anti-cancer effects of specific probiotic bac-
teria. For example, 25–50 % inhibition of carcinogen-
induced pre-cancerous colon lesions (aberrant crypt foci)
has been reported in rats fed strains of Bifidobacterium
longum in the diet (Kulkarni et al 1994; Rowland et al.
1998). Furthermore, administration of dietary B. longum
(1 £ 1010 live bacterial cells/d) completely suppressed
colon tumours induced by the compound 2-amino-3-
methyl-3H-imidazo(4,5-f)quinoline, which is a carcinogen
found in the human diet (Reddy & Rivenson, 1993). McIn-
tosh et al. (1999) reported that L. acidophilus markedly
reduced both the number and size of colon tumours
induced by another carcinogen, 1,2-dimethylhydrazine
(DMH). Interestingly, there was also a difference in the
type of tumours: in the rats given L. acidophilus, in con-
trast to the ones given DMH alone, only benign tumours
were seen, suggesting that probiotics may inhibit the devel-
opment of malignant disease.

In a study of particular relevance to that of Oberreuther-
Moschner et al. (2004), it has been shown that a number of
strains of lactobacilli and bifidobacteria (although not
Streptococcus thermophilus), prevent DMH-induced DNA
damage in the colon mucosa of rats (Pool-Zobel et al.
1996). Thus, it is possible to make an association between
an event such as prevention of DNA damage in the colon
and suppression of tumour incidence. There is also a
mechanistic link between the two, since damage and
mutation in oncogenes and tumour suppresser genes is
known to be a critical factor in the initiation and develop-
ment of colorectal cancer (Vogelstein et al. 1988).

Given the strength of the animal data, it is important to
undertake well-controlled intervention trials in human sub-
jects, which, unlike epidemiological studies, can provide
evidence of causal relationships between nutritional factors
and a disease. However, for carcinogenesis this is extre-
mely difficult. For such trials, cancer is an impractical end-
point in terms of numbers of subjects, cost, study duration
and ethical considerations, although there have been diet-
ary interventions using recurrence of colonic adenomas
as an endpoint (for review, see Gill & Rowland, 2002).
The long lag-phase (10–30 years) between exposure to
carcinogenic stimuli and appearance of tumours is a par-
ticular problem. The alternative strategy is to use early or
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intermediate biomarkers of cancer: these may be biochemi-
cal, molecular, cellular or based on pathological changes,
such as increased cell proliferation (Rafter et al. 2004).
Many of these markers require invasive interventions
(biopsies of the rectal or colon mucosal), which limits
their usefulness, so the idea of non-invasive methodologies
utilizing faecal samples is attractive (if indeed such a term
could be used to describe faeces). Rafter et al. (1987) first
proposed that the supernatant fraction formed after cen-
trifugation of faeces (faecal water) would be a source of
potential bioactive compounds involved in the aetiology
of colon cancer and demonstrated cytotoxic activity in
the samples. This concept has been further developed
(Venturi et al. 1997; Glinghammar et al. 1997; Rieger
et al. 1999) to encompass measurements of genotoxicity,
which, as mentioned earlier, has great relevance to the
whole process of carcinogenesis (Vogelstein et al. 1988).

Although further work is needed to validate faecal water
genotoxicity as a biomarker for cancer risk, the current
study by Oberreuther-Moschner et al. (2004) has clearly
demonstrated that consumption by healthy volunteers of
a large pot of yoghurt (300 g/d) containing probiotic strains
can modify the genotoxicity of faecal samples, in compari-
son with a non-probiotic yoghurt, thus providing direct evi-
dence suggesting probiotic consumption may have a
beneficial influence on events related to colon cancer in
human subjects. The study has also demonstrated the prac-
ticalities of using the marker in dietary interventions with
relatively small numbers of subjects.

Despite the very encouraging results from current
studies, there are some big gaps in our knowledge, the
prime one being the mechanisms involved in anticancer
effects of probiotics. Changes in gut bacterial enzymes
that generate carcinogens and tumour promoters such as
NH3 and secondary bile acids, stimulation of immune sur-
veillance, suppression of inflammatory processes, binding
of carcinogens in the gut, are just some of the sugges-
tions, which have varying levels of scientific support
(Burns & Rowland, 2000). Without well-defined mechan-
isms, it is difficult to develop more effective, targeted
probiotics that can be evaluated for activity in human
intervention trials.
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